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Recent years have seen a rise of techniques based on artificial intelligence (AI). With that have also come initia-
tives for guidance on how to develop “responsible AI” aligned with human and ethical values. Compared to sec-
tors like energy, healthcare, or transportation, the use of AI-based techniques in the water domain is relatively
modest. This paper presents a review of current AI applications in thewater domain and develops some tentative
insights as to what “responsible AI” could mean there. Building on the reviewed literature, four categories of ap-
plication are identified: modeling, prediction and forecasting, decision support and operational management,
and optimization. We also identify three insights pertaining to the water sector in particular: the use of AI tech-
niques in general, and many-objective optimization in particular, that allow for a pluralism of values and chang-
ing values; the use of theory-guided data science, which can avoid some of the pitfalls of strictly data-driven
models; and the ability to build on experiences with participatory decision-making in the water sector. These in-
sights suggest that the development and application of responsible AI techniques for thewater sector should not
be left to data scientists alone, but requires concerted effort by water professionals and data scientists working
together, complemented with expertise from the social sciences and humanities.

© 2020 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an open access article under the CC BY license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Digitalization is permeating society in many ways and the role of
digital technologies is only expected to increase. While digitalization
comes in many forms, in recent years artificial intelligence (AI), includ-
ing machine learning, has gained enormous traction. Notable
.V. This is an open access article und
application domains include transportation (autonomous cars), energy,
healthcare, and manufacturing. Compared to these other fields, the use
of AI in the water domain is still relatively modest.

AlthoughAI in itself is not new (cf. Crevier, 1993), its current use and
impact are unprecedented.With that, AI has also become a topic people
have strong opinions about. Some present dystopian views about au-
tonomous systems “taking control”, while others see AI as a panacea
for many of today's societal challenges (Russell, 2019). While neither
of these extremes seem to be constructive, with the current rise of AI
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techniques it is important to think about the desired role of AI in society
(IEEE, 2019). Under the term “responsible AI”, many initiatives are now
being launched to compile guidelines for the principles and values ac-
cording to which AI is to be developed.

The aim of this paper is to present a review of current AI applications
in the water domain and to develop some tentative insights on what
“responsible AI” couldmean there. Following a brief explanation of arti-
ficial intelligence and related terms in Section 2, Section 3 describes our
review methodology. The results are presented in Section 4. This is
followed by a discussion (Section 5) and concluding remarks
(Section 6).
2. Artificial intelligence

The idea of artificial intelligence is based on the assumption that the
process of human thought can bemechanized, which goes as far back as
to the ancient Chinese, Indian andGreek philosophers (Berlinski, 2000).
Whereas the ancient and medieval philosophers were still primarily
concerned with formalization of reasoning, which would allow to re-
duce argumentation to calculation (Buchanan, 2005), from the early
19th century onwards the work focused on programmable computers.
In the first half of the 20th century, progress in the fields of mathemat-
ics, psychology, engineering, economics, and neurology (Crevier, 1993),
and the development of massive code breakingmachines in the Second
World War (McCorduck, 2004), as well as analytical work that allowed
to describe what it means to conceive of a machine as “thinking”
(Turing, 1950), ultimately led to the establishment of artificial intelli-
gence as an academic field. It is at the 1956 Dartmouth Summer Re-
search Project on Artificial Intelligence that the term artificial
intelligence was coined (Moor, 2006; for some of the seminal work at
that time, see Shannon, 1950; Minsky, 1961; Newell, 1965; Simon,
1967; McCarthy and Hayes, 1969). Since the 1950s, the field of AI has
gone through several “waves” of rapid progress and hype, followed by
periods of cooling in investment and declining interest (often referred
to as the “AI winters” (Floridi, 2020; Hendler, 2008)).

Unavoidably, with such a long history, a precise and stable definition
of the term AI is difficult to provide, depending also on the state of the
field. For the purpose of this paper, we will focus on what the US De-
fense Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA), one of the major
public funders of AI research in the past decades, has recently labeled
the second and third wave of AI (DARPA, 2016). The earlier phases of
the field, which primarily focused on high-level “symbolic” representa-
tions of problems (“Good Old-Fashioned AI” or GOFAI (Haugeland,
1985)), fall beyond the scope of this review. Applications developed in
these early days were good at reasoning and heuristics but had limited
ability to learn or generalize.

The second wave of AI took off at the turn of the 21th century, with
statistical models that were trained with “big data”. These approaches
allow for nuanced classification and predication capabilities but there
is no contextual capability and only minimal reasoning ability. To
make this more concrete: second wave AI algorithms are very well
able to recognize a cat from a picture, but they are not able to explain
why it is a cat. These approaches are dominated by statistical learning,
relying heavily on advances in machine learning (ML), including,
amongst others, deep learning and evolutionary computation
techniques.

ML allows for automatic improvement through experience (Jordan
and Mitchell, 2015). It focuses on the development of algorithms and
statistical models that computer systems use to perform a specific task
without using explicit instructions, relying on patterns and inference in-
stead (Koza et al., 1996). For this, ML algorithms build a mathematical
model based on sample data, known as “training data” (Hastie et al.,
2009). A special class of ML techniques involves deep learning, which
refers to algorithms that use multiple layers to progressively extract
higher-level features from raw input; this makes them particularly
2

suitable for learning from unstructured and unlabeled data (Deng and
Yu, 2013).

Evolutionary computation forms a family for global optimization in-
spired by biological evolution. A special case of evolutionary computa-
tion concerns genetic computation, which relies on bio-inspired
operators such as mutation, crossover, and selection (Goldberg, 1989).
Mimicking biological evolution, an algorithm generates an initial set of
solutions (“population”) to a problem. This set of solutions is iteratively
updated, where each new generation is produced by removing solu-
tions that perform less on the chosen fitness function of the algorithm,
and introducing small random changes, analogous to the biological pro-
cesses of natural selection and mutation. As a result, the fitness of the
population, that is, the quality of the solutions to the initially defined
problem, will gradually increase (Bäck et al., 1997).

One of the points of criticisms raised against these second wave AI
techniques is that the workings of these techniques remain black-
boxes and that they are heavily dependent on the quality of the training
data. Partly in response to this problem of opacity, DARPA's third wave
of AI techniques focuses on explainability and the development of so-
called “white box AI” (Zhu et al., 2018). These AI systems differ from
the second wave in their ability for contextual adaptation. Third wave
AI techniques understand context and meaning, and are able to adapt
accordingly. To use the example of the picture of the cat again, tech-
niques in the third wave will not only be able to recognize the cat, but
they will also be able to explain why it is a cat and how they arrived at
that conclusion. If successful, this may reduce some of problems associ-
ated with the black box-nature of current ML techniques. Additionally,
third wave AI techniques are less dependent on large sets of training
data. At the time of writing its overview in 2016, DARPA positioned
the third wave of AI prospectively in the 2020s, so whether and how
this third wave will actually develop is still an open question.

DARPA's second and third wave of AI techniques are consistent with
definitions in contemporary computer science, where the ability to
learn and respond to a changing environment is often seen as key. An in-
telligent system is able to increase the initial knowledge base through a
process of inference or “learning”, and the AI system can be “trained” to
recognize patterns or signals and to respond to them (Tareen et al.,
2012).

3. Methods

Our study applied a systematic reviewmethodology (1) to make an
inventory of the AI applications in the water domain and (2) to assess
the ethical values and principles that are discussed in the context of
AI. Using the ISI Web of Knowledge, the largest and most comprehen-
sive research publication database, two searches were carried out: for
English-language journal articles on AI applications in thewater domain
and on responsible AI, respectively.

3.1. Selection of search terms

To allow for a set of articles that is large enough to cover the broad-
ness of AI applications in the water domain but still manageable in
terms of number of papers, the following search terms were used.
First a search was performed on papers having a relevant AI-term and
the word “water” in the title. The relevant AI-terms were: Artificial In-
telligence, Machine Learning, Hidden Markov Model, Evolutionary
Computation/Algorithm and Genetic Computation/Algorithm. Machine
Learningwas added as it is characteristic formost current AI techniques.
To includemore technical papers that do not use general terms like “AI”
or “Machine Learning”, the terms “Hidden Markov Model”, “Evolution-
ary Computation/Algorithm” and “Genetic Computation/Algorithm”
were added. Especially evolutionary and genetic computation are
widely used in thewater domain. The HiddenMarkovModel is a statis-
tical technique that can be used to recover a data sequence (time series)
that is not immediately observable, but where other data that depend
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on the sequence is observable. It is therefore also considered of rele-
vance for modeling activities in the water domain. After that, the same
search string was applied again but now to the “topic”, which includes
not only article title but also article abstract and keywords. This way,
also more technical papers that did not use any of the more general
AI-related terms or the application field in the title were identified.
Since this second search led to a too large set of papers to consider
(>12.000), only the 100 most-cited papers of this second search were
included. While the search strategy may have a slight bias towards
less technical and more applied papers, we consider this justified as
the aim is to identify the most relevant type of applications of AI. Also,
with the addition of themore specific AI-techniques in the search string,
these terms are expected to cover a sufficiently broad range of AI-
applications in the water domain.

3.2. Search strategy

All subject areas in the database were included. The search was per-
formed on all article types published before 2020.

The following search strategy was used.

(1) TITLE/TOPIC: (“Artificial Intelligen*” OR AI OR “Machine Learn-
ing”OR((EvolutionaryORGenetic) AND (Algorith* ORComputa-
tion*)) OR “Hidden Markov”) AND TITLE/TOPIC: Water AND
TIMESPAN: 1900–2019 (hereafter: “Search_Water”)

(2) TITLE: (“Artificial Intelligen*” OR AI OR “Machine Learning” OR
((Evolutionary OR Genetic) AND (Algorith* OR Computation*))
OR “Hidden Markov”) AND TITLE: (ethic* OR responsible) AND
TIMESPAN: 1900–2019 (hereafter: “Search_Ethics”)

After both searches, the academic literature found was assessed in
two steps. This resulted in 855 unique publications in Search_Water

and 216 in Search_Ethics. Their abstracts were then sifted for rele-
vance, to exclude papers not about AI and water (Search_Water) or
AI and ethics (Search_Ethics). This produced a set of 601 relevant pa-
pers on AI and water (Search_Water), and 187 on AI and ethics
(Search_Ethics), which were then scanned on a full-paper basis. Pa-
pers in Search_Water that did not describe a specific application of AI
were excluded from further analysis. Also papers that did not focus on
the water domain explicitly were excluded. Papers in Search_Ethics

that did not discuss specific ethical issues, values, principles, or guide-
lines of AI were excluded from the search set. See Fig. 1 for a flow dia-
gram of the selection process.

4. Results

4.1. Search_Water

Looking at the results of Search_Water, the applications vary widely
in terms of scope and real-world impact, but it is still possible to define
some basic categories of application nevertheless. In Section 5, the scope
and impact of the different applications is discussed in more detail. The
four main categories of application currently being discussed in the liter-
ature are modeling, prediction and forecasting, decision support and op-
erational management, and optimization. A small number of papers
discussed cybersecurity, but these were too few to warrant discussion
as a separate category. In this section, only the four main categories are
discussed. But these should not be considered as exclusive or exhaustive.

4.1.1. Modeling
Within the set of articles in Search_Water, 130 (out of 601; 22%) re-

ferred to modeling. In these articles, the use of AI was typically described
in terms of improving accuracy or reducing uncertainty, or as an efficient
way to gather information that would otherwise be difficult to establish.
Within this category, a few papers that used AI in computational fluid
3

mechanics were also found. Here, AI was mostly used as an alternative
to solving the algebraic equations numerically (e.g. Shang, 2005).

One example where AI has been used to improve the accuracy of a
model is a modeling study of the Andong Dam watershed in Korea. Seo
et al. (2015) describe two approaches to model water reservoir systems.
Conventional modeling (that is, not using AI techniques) uses statistical
models based on time series analysis. However, most of these are linear
models, whichmakes them less suitable for modeling complex hydrolog-
ical systems that show highly non-linear and non-stationary behavior.
The authors compare twoAI techniques tomodel the non-linear behavior
of the Andong Dam watershed: artificial neural networks and adaptive
neuro-fuzzy inference systems. Artificial neural networks (also known
as connectionist models) contain a set of algorithms loosely inspired by
the way the human brain works. These models are designed to recognize
patterns by considering examples, from which they generate identifying
characteristics, without being programmed with task-specific rules
(Dawson and Wilby, 2001). Adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference systems
combine neural networks with fuzzy logic models, which are mathemat-
ical means of representing vagueness and imprecise information and
which are therefore especially suitable when handling data that is
vague and lacks certainty (Jang, 1993). Seo et al. observe improvedbehav-
ior of their models as compared to conventional methods. The added
value of AI here lies in its ability to model non-linear systems, which im-
proves the accuracy of these models compared to conventional ones
based on linear input-output relations.

Many applications used genetic or evolutionary computation to re-
duce uncertainty. For example, Yu et al. (2019) used a so-called noisy
genetic algorithm (NGA) in the context of sustainable water reservoir
operation under stochastic inflow conditions. Sustainable reservoir op-
eration requires that operation rules are not only based on satisfying
utility demands but also take into account the necessary environmental
flow conditions downstream. Meeting both the utility demand and the
environmental flow demand is challenging given the stochastic nature
of the inflow conditions. Existing studies in sustainable reservoir opera-
tion are often based on deterministic inflow conditions (such as histor-
ical inflows) as an input for optimization, but these prove to be
inaccurate. Alternatively, Monte Carlo simulation or comparable simu-
lation tools can be used to handle the stochastic variables. However,
these often require several runs of the tool, which is computationally
demanding. By contrast, NGAs can run well without sampling plenty
of realizations in different optimizations. The NGA differs from a stan-
dard GA in that the fitness function is replaced by a sampling fitness
function based on expected fitness rather than deterministic fitness. In
an empirical study of the Tanghe reservoir in China, Yu et al. found a re-
duction in the computation time of 90% compared to aMonte Carlo sim-
ulation of the same reservoir and an increased performance in terms of
the utility demand and the environmental flows demand.

Studies that use ML to interpret images or other products of remote
sensing to obtain spatial information about some relevant property are
an example where AI generates information that would otherwise be
difficult to establish. Huang et al. (2015) usedML techniques to infer dif-
ferent types of bodies of water from urban high-resolution remote-
sensing images. In particular, they found added value of AI compared
to conventional methods based on in-situ measurements in classifying
different types of bodies of water and associated water extraction. Sim-
ilar applications are reported by Acharya et al. (2019), who compared
differentML techniques to provide information on surfacewater extrac-
tion in Nepal, and by Bair et al. (2018), who usedML techniques to esti-
mate the so-called snow water equivalent (SWE) in mountain
watersheds. What these papers have in common is that the spatial dis-
tribution of the property being looked for is heterogeneous, so that
sparse networks of sensors fail to characterize that heterogeneity.

4.1.2. Prediction and forecasting
Within the set of articles in Search_Water, 78 (out of 601; 13%) re-

ferred to prediction and/or forecasting. In these articles, the use of AI



Fig. 1. Flow diagram of the selection process for relevant literature in Search_Ethics (top) and Search_Water (bottom) (based on: Moher et al., 2009).
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was typically described in terms of its ability to develop predictive
models that do not rely on site-specific characteristics or that are appli-
cable to a wide range of environmental conditions. Although there is a
clear overlap with the modeling category discussed above, and quite
some papers are identified as referring both to modeling and to predic-
tion/forecasting, the papers discussed in the category prediction and
forecasting all have a time-dimension, which is not the case for all
those categorized under modeling.
4

For example, Singh andGupta (2012) developed different predictive
models to forecast the formation of trihalomethanes (THMs) in chlori-
nated waters, which poses a high risk to humans. For adequate control
of THMs, their levels in the water need to be known, but determining
those levels in the laboratory is too costly and time-consuming. With
AI-based predictive models, THM formation can be predicted based on
parameters that are easier to determine, such aswater pH, temperature,
and the concentration of easier to establish chemical compounds, such
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as bromide. The results indicate that the AI-basedmodels are capable of
capturing the complex non-linear relationship between water condi-
tions and corresponding THM formation.

Another example of prediction is a study that explores the perfor-
mance of ML models for the forecasting of water quality parameters in
coastal waters fed by contributing streams that carry potentially pol-
luted water (Alizadeh et al., 2018). In this case, hourly recorded water
quality parameters of salinity, temperature and turbidity in Hilo Bay
(Hawaii, USA) were combined with flow data from the contributing
Wailuku River. Several ML techniques were used to investigate the im-
pact of the river's flowon thewater quality parameters from the current
time up to 2 h ahead. The researchers found that water quality parame-
ters can be properly forecasted up to several hours in advance, which
may provide valuable information for environmental management
and monitoring in coastal areas.

4.1.3. Decision support and operational management
Within the set of articles in Search_Water, 183 (out of 601; 30%)

referred explicitly or implicitly to decision support and operational
management. This category again partly overlaps with the others, but
because of its own specific focus it deserves separate consideration.
Many articles in this category focus on event detection and early
warning.

An example where AI was used for the detection of accidental water
contamination is found in the paper by Arnon et al. (2019). It focuses on
water contamination from organic components, which is traditionally
detected by inferring “routine” water patterns from measurements of
indicator or surrogate physical and chemical parameters of presumably
non-contaminated water. Deviations from these routine patterns are
then taken as a sign of contamination. Typical physical and chemical pa-
rameters used to describe these routine patterns are the water's turbid-
ity, oxidation-reduction potential, free chlorine, and conductivity.
However, non-contaminating processes, such as changes in mainte-
nance and operational procedures,may also lead to changes in the phys-
ical and chemical parameters, rendering identification of “real”
contamination difficult. Hence, this procedure is conditional on stable
background conditions. In this paper, a methodology is developed to
defer water contamination from the spectroscopic properties of water
(UV absorbance spectra). The challenge is to select the relevant features
for the given classification problem (“contaminated” or “potable”).
Based on an affinity measure combining Pearson correlation and
Euclidean distance between the tested absorbance spectrum and the
characteristic absorbance of the water types flowing in thewater distri-
bution system, an algorithm was developed to detect water anomalies.
The innovative part was in the use of a feature selection algorithm
that strengthened the relevant differences between the potable and
contaminated water. The authors used Gram-based amplification,
which allows for computationally efficient feature selection (Ramona
et al., 2012). A database of uncontaminated water sources was used to
train the detection algorithm. The algorithm proved successful in de-
tecting contaminants at relatively low concentrations with a very low
rate of false-positives, under stochastic and highly varying water
characteristics.

Bagriacik et al. (2018) compared different AI-basedmodels to detect
damage to pipes in the aftermath of an earthquake. The models were
evaluated in terms of their ability to accurately predict the total number
and approximate spatial distribution of damaged pipes, to correctly
classify each individual pipe as damaged or not, and to describe the rel-
ative importance of pipe and earthquake attributes in predicting
damage.

Yuan et al. (2019) used ML techniques to distinguish eruption and
precursory signals of a geyser under noisy environmental conditions.
Building on seismic data from the Chimayó geyser (New Mexico,
USA), the authors developed a method to filter the relevant signals
from background noises, such as daily temperature variations, animal
movement near the geyser, and human activity, and to classify the
5

filtered data into three classes of geyser state: remnant noise, precursor,
and eruption states. The proposedML approach demonstrates an ability
to extract eruption and precursory signals from background noise,
which makes it very suitable for providing real-time actionable infor-
mation. Although developed for the detection of geyser eruptions, this
model has strong usage potential for other noisy environments where
the detection of anomalies from time series is challenging (Yuan et al.,
2019).

A few articles combined the quantitative and physical engineering
models of some socio-physical system with models that simulate the
behavior of the human actors within the system. In the context of the
detection and prevention of water contamination, Zechman (2013) de-
veloped a model that combined agent-based modeling with evolution-
ary algorithms to develop and evaluate different threat management
strategies. Mewes and Schumann (2019) developed an agent-based ir-
rigation planning model with a machine learning-based training com-
ponent that is able to identify the current hydrological situation and
adapt irrigation and cropping schemes accordingly within the model
at runtime.

4.1.4. Optimization
Within the set of articles in Search_Water, 211 (out of 601; 35%)

referred to optimization. In these articles, the use of AI was typically de-
scribed in terms of its ability to provide necessary information to opti-
mize processes or to identify optimal solutions to complex, often ill-
structured problems. Although the distinction between modeling and
prediction and forecasting on the one hand and optimization on the
other is not watertight, optimization tools generally have the capability
of systematically determining optimalwater planning andmanagement
decisions. However, thismay comeat the expense of sacrificing accurate
representation of the underlying water system behavior. Although ad-
vances in AI may challenge the very distinction between optimization
and the applications discussed under modeling (Labadie, 2014), for
the sake of providing an overview of different types of applications, it
may still be useful to describe optimization as a separate category.
Guo et al. (2017) describe the use of AI for precision irrigation. Accurate
information on the water status of a plant root system is essential for
precision irrigation, but also difficult to establish. In this study, ML tech-
niques were combined with phenotyping to develop a discrimination
method for plant root zone water status in a greenhouse, thereby
allowing for more precise and more economical allocation of water. A
different type of optimization was used in the study by Strobl and
Robillard (2006), who explored the usefulness of AI techniques in the
design of a water quality monitoring network: a classical yet complex
optimization problem that requires an optimal configuration of sensors
to ensuremaximum information extraction from thewater quality data
collected. In this study, the authors explored potentially applicable AI
techniques, including expert systems, artificial neural networks, genetic
algorithms, and fuzzy logic systems. The review included relatively
many similar applications that used AI for the design of some system
or water network.

Another example of optimization is found in the paper by Kumar
et al. (2018), where AI was used to allocate resources for pro-active
maintenance. Around theworld,many vital infrastructures are showing
their age, which prompts the question as to what constitutes an ade-
quate maintenance scheme for them. Although maintenance in a
healthy condition is usually cheaper than repairing failing infrastruc-
tures, resources are often limited. The authors focus onwater supply in-
frastructures, which are particularly vulnerable to water main breaks.
These not only cause major disruptions to everyday life for residents
and businesses, but are costly as well. They also typically occur without
any prior warning, making it difficult to schedule maintenance and to
decide which mains should be replaced proactively before a break oc-
curs. Moreover, the magnitude and history of several factors contribut-
ing to deterioration and failure of the mains are often unknown. These
include factors such as the relevant chemical parameters of the water
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inside the pipe and in the soil, pipe production parameters, external
loading. Using historical data onwhichmains have failed previously, de-
scriptors of pipes, and other data sources, the authors applied ML tech-
niques to assess the risk of a water main breaking within the next three
years. The resulting model provides risk scores for each of the city's
blocks, allowing the authorities to schedule maintenance proactively
rather than reactively repairing or replacing mains that have broken.
In addition to optimized allocation of resources, the authors also see a
potential for the model to provide insights into factors that are impor-
tant in predicting water main failures.

Lastly, quite a number of papers referred to the use of multi-
objective and many-objective optimization techniques for trade-off
analysis. Multi-objective (in the case of two or three objectives) and
many-objective optimization (in the case ofmore than three objectives)
use genetic computation techniques to generate alternatives for com-
plex planning problems, enabling the discovery of the key trade-offs
that need to be made between relevant decision parameters
(Kasprzyk et al., 2013). This approach is especially relevant for design
processes that are multi-dimensional and characterized by uncertainty,
of which there are many in the water domain. Examples discussed in-
clude water supply (Kasprzyk et al., 2013), urban storm-water runoff
(di Pierro et al., 2006), and water quality management (Chatterjee
et al., 2017). Strikingly, thesewere also the articles that paidmost atten-
tion to how end users (planners, water managers) could use these tech-
niques in daily practice.

This rough overview shows the potential of AI-based techniques in
the water domain. Because of the complexity of many processes in
this sector, the strength of data-driven over theory-driven models
may be that they are better capable of capturing non-linearity in the rel-
evant physical processes. This is facilitated by the increasing availability
of relevant sensor data. When it comes to design and planning, we see
many applications focusing on the optimal design of water distribution
networks. Many of the approaches described in the academic papers
have also found their way to real-life applications (Van Thienen et al.,
2018). When it comes to the application of ML to decision-making,
Hadjimichael et al. (2016) report that only a very small proportion of
the academic literature on ML and water deal with decision-making,
which suggests thatwater is lagging behind broadly comparable sectors
like energy and logistics (Van Thienen, 2019).

4.2. Search_Ethics

One of the discussions within the field of AI generally is how to de-
velop “responsible” AI; that is, how to make sure that it is consistent
with important ethical values. To assess the extent towhich this discus-
sion is also taking place within the subset of AI literature focusing on
water, we evaluated how many of the papers in the list of publications
from Search_Ethics are cited by any of the papers in Search_Water.
Web of Science identified 782 articles that cited one or more of those in
the set Search_Ethics, but there was no overlap between this set of
citing articles and the publications in the set Search_Water. In other
words, none of the identified articles on AI in the water domain cited
any of the articles on AI and ethics in Web of Science. This suggests
that there is little or no discussion of the ethical aspects of AI in the
water domain.1

Looking at how ethics in relation to AI is discussed in the literature,
we see two main strands. One focuses on the ethical challenges that AI
and ML pose, often linked to specific application domains, such as war-
fare (e.g. Russell, 2015), medicine (e.g. Char et al., 2018), or labor (e.g.
Torresen, 2018). The other strand focuses on the values or principles
1 Of course, it cannot be ruled out that some relevant gray literature on ethics andAI/ML
or some that uses slightly different terminology is cited by the articles in Search_Water,
but the lack of any citations to the articles in Search_Ethics at least suggests that the
topic of ethics does not feature prominently in the literature on water and AI/ML.
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that should guide AI and ML developments (Cath, 2018; Dignum,
2018). In the past five years, we have also seen a growth of non-
academic institutions developing principles and guidelines for AI. Com-
bining these different strands suggests a general convergence on the
relevant ethical principles, but at the same time also substantive diver-
gence on how these principles are to be interpreted, let alone imple-
mented in different domains (Jobin et al., 2019).

Arguably, the fivemost prominent principlesmentioned in the liter-
ature are transparency, justice and fairness, responsibility and account-
ability, privacy, and non-maleficence, each of which can be linked to
concerns raised by AI applications.

Transparency is often mentioned in response to the perceived black-
box nature of AI in general and ML in particular. Decision-making by AI
systems, especially those based on deep learning techniques, is fre-
quently said to be opaque, in the sense that, once the algorithms are
trained with data, it is practically impossible to examine the internal
structure of those algorithms. This makes it difficult to understand
why and how they produce a particular outcome (Winfield and
Jirotka, 2018).

Justice and fairness are mentioned to counter bias in algorithms and
to secure equal access to AI-based technologies and their benefits. Stan-
dard ML techniques can acquire stereotyped biases from their training
data and can inadvertently disseminate and further strengthen these
biases (Caliskan et al., 2017). Solutions to bias are sought both in diver-
sifying the trainingdata (Park et al., 2019) and in securing the possibility
to appeal or challenge decisions informed by AI-based technologies
(Veale and Brass, 2019).

Responsibility and accountability are mentioned as a counterbalance
to the autonomous character of AI. Discussions about the responsibility
for undesirable outcomes of technologies have a long history (e.g. vari-
ous textbooks on engineering ethics (Davis, 2005; Harris et al., 2005;
Van de Poel and Royakkers, 2011)), butwith the development of auton-
omous technologies this discussion has regained relevance. Some
scholars stress that responsibility is amatter concerning the people con-
structing and using the technology and not something that applies to
the technology itself. Despite their ability to learn, AI systems are ulti-
mately artifacts constructed by people (Dignum, 2018). Others develop
guidelines on how to have humans or society “in the loop” (Rahwan,
2018) or conceptualize what it means to have “meaningful human con-
trol” (Santoni de Sio and Van denHoven, 2018), so that ultimately there
are peoplewho could intervene andwho could also be held accountable
in case of undesirable decisions.

Privacy relates to the use of data and the need to protect people's
right to privacy. Approaches like “privacy by design” stress the need to
minimize the collection of data and to prevent privacy issues from ma-
terializing rather than solving them once they occur (Cavoukian, 2010).
Others viewprivacy primarily as a value or right to be protected through
regulation (Gürses and del Alamo, 2016).

Non-maleficence is a general principle stemming frommedical ethics
(Beauchamp and Childress, 2001[1994]), indicating an intention to
avoid needless harm or injury. In the context of AI, it is often interpreted
as the need to protect safety and security (Beil et al., 2019). While the
appeal to safety and security could be read as a principle independent
from the ones discussed above, many appeals to non-maleficence con-
cern the prevention of infringements of personal privacy and the re-
sponsibility to avoid misuse (Floridi and Cowls, 2019), which suggests
that the different principles have some overlap.

5. Discussion

Application of thefive ethical principles to theuse of AI techniques in
the water domain shows that those principles require further
operationalization into action-guiding design recommendations for
specific AI systems in the water domain.

In order to do so, let us first look at what characterizes thewater do-
main and discuss a few typical AI applications in context. Typical for the
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water domain is that it is a largely public domain (Rogers et al., 2002)
and that water is seen as a resource that should be available to all
people, at least in some sufficient quantity and quality (Gleick, 1998).
Secondly, manymanagement issues in the water domain are character-
ized by scarcity, both of the water itself and in terms of the space and
funds available for building and upgrading the relevant infrastructure,
both of the water itself and in terms of the space and funds available
for implementing and upgrading relevant infrastructure, and conflicting
uses (Hajkowicz and Collins, 2007). Additionally, manywater problems
have a spatial character (Gerlak et al., 2018), often also in combination
with a dedicated infrastructure (Clark et al., 2011). Lastly, and this
holds especially in relation to climate change, many problems in the
water sector are characterized by uncertainty (WWAP, 2012). All
these aspects pose ethical challenges in themselves, also without the
use of AI (e.g. Groenfeldt, 2013; Brown and Smith, 2010; Doorn,
2013). While these features are not unique to water and not all papers
in the review explicitly address all these aspects, many of the papers
touch upon at least some of them.

Based on these characterizations of the water domain and the AI ap-
plications discussed in Section 4, let us look at some concrete applica-
tions that are already in use or which use in the near future is
conceivable and that may have a substantial impact on society and the
natural environment. While the scientific literature is obviously con-
cerned with the most cutting-edge AI techniques, more conventional
data science techniques are already deployed by the sector at a larger
scale. A first typical example concerns wastewater-based (or sewage-
based) epidemiology (WBE), which refers to the analysis of pollutants
andbiomarkers in rawwastewater, using techniques frombiochemistry
and bioinformatics (Lorenzo and Picó, 2019). It can be used to provide
real-time information on the production and consumption of legal and
illegal drugs, exposure to certain agents (e.g. pesticides or persistent or-
ganic pollutants), incidence of specific diseases (e.g. diabetes or cancer),
and determination of some lifestyle consequences (e.g. exposure to per-
sonal care products or consumption of doping substances). Recently,
WBE has been used in the early detection of SARS-Cov-2 (Orive et al.,
2020). Although current WBE is based on rather conventional data sci-
ence, the data may be used as input for algorithmic decision-making
and profiling, for example for the detection of consumption or produc-
tion of illegal drugs. The technique then becomes ethically-sensitive,
prompting questions related to privacy and non-discrimination. In-
creased police surveillance in areas with allegedly high illegal drug use
may go against principles of non-discrimination. While the use of
WBE for early infection detection may warrant low aggregation levels
of relevant data to allow for specific profiling, this may be problematic
when done for the purpose of surveillance in criminal investigations.
Currently, samples for WBE are mostly taken at the wastewater treat-
ment plant, and thus at high aggregation levels. However, the technique
in principle allows for analysis at lower aggregation levels, such as
streets or households, which prompts the need to implement safe-
guards so that personal data is not used for illegitimate purposes in
those cases.

A second example concerns algorithmic water allocation. Many ap-
plications discussed in Section 4 involved the optimization of water al-
location and a better match of water supply and demand. This may
eventually result in algorithmic decisions on how to allocate water.
While the prudent allocation of scarce resources is to be welcomed, op-
timization ultimately depends on the formulation of the - to be opti-
mized - objective function. The water ethics literature already
discusses how existing approaches aimed at improving “water effi-
ciency” and “water productivity” often deprive smallholders of water
use rights and harm local livelihood and production strategies
(Boelens and Vos, 2012) and this effect may be exacerbated with in-
creased focus on optimization. Hence, naïve optimization may have
negative effects on distributive justice and even conflict with the legally
recognized human right to water. A more radical critique along these
lines could be derived from the so-called commonwealth-of-life idea.
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While the use of AI or data science is not an explicit topic within the
water ethics literature, defendants of the commonwealth-of-life idea
argue that the very notion of water allocation already reflects a too an-
thropocentric attitude towards water as a “resource” to be managed by
and to the benefit of humans (Brown, 2010). This denies the intrinsic
value of water itself. The use of algorithms may add to this concern.

Another example of optimization concerns water user profiling.
Water demand data at the household level combinedwith, for example,
GIS-data and census data, allow for evaluation of demand information
in away that it “can helpwater utilities to plan thewater supply system
in an optimal manner to meet demand” (Ghavidelfar et al., 2017:
p. 2184). However, the use of this same information may also prompt
ethical questions when it affects water accessibility of some specific
users. Also related to water use is the increased use of nudging tools.
Largely drawing from psychological research in decision-making,
nudges aim at influencing people to make better decisions by present-
ing choices in specific ways, still leaving intact their freedom of choice
(Thaler and Sunstein, 2008). Nudges are often presented as an effective
alternative to traditional monetary or regulatory policy interventions to
achieve some public goal, even though criticsworry that nudges arema-
nipulative (White, 2013) or coercive (Hausman and Welch, 2010) and
thereby a violation of human dignity and autonomy. Generic nudging
in the water-sector is already common-place, for example households
or farmers who are provided with information on how their own
water use relates to that of comparable users to “nudge” them into
more conservative behavior (e.g. Chabé-Ferret et al., 2019; Miranda
et al., 2019). While generic nudges seem justifiable conditional on due
respect for personal autonomy and human dignity (Schmidt and
Engelen, 2020), AI-based techniques open the possibility for targeted
micro-nudging, where nudges are tailored to specific individuals. This
opens a whole new box of ethical questions beyond human dignity
and autonomy, especially when used by public or semi-public actors
to achieve a public goal, such as water saving. These personalized
nudges often involve data or tools from private companies, which are
not under democratic control in the way that public or semi-public ac-
tors are (Schmidt, 2017). Moreover, when someusers are treated differ-
ently than others, or when some user groups are nudged into behavior
that is beneficial to other people whereas others are not, targeted nudg-
ing may conflict with basic demands of justice and equal treatment.

A last example concerns the use of AI techniques for algorithmic in-
vestment prioritization generally and maintenance scheduling specifi-
cally. The discussion of pipe leak detection in Section 4 is an example
where AI is used to detect which parts of a water infrastructure are in
need of improvement (Kumar et al., 2018). While it seems in principle
a rational approach to schedule maintenance based on failure probabil-
ities, when combined with data about the expected damage, the algo-
rithm may put the infrastructure in more affluent areas higher on the
list. This prompts questions about justice:who gets better infrastructure
and for what reasons?

These examples show that responsible AI in the water sector is not
only a matter of constraining some type of uses or applications, but
also one of harnessing its potential (Taddeo and Floridi, 2018). The
use of AI techniques may help us to address some of the challenges
that water domain is currently faced with, but it may at the same time
pave the way to a world characterized by profiling and one-sided opti-
mization. Responsible AI is therefore as much a question of responsible
AI techniques as one of responsible governance. Andwhile the use of AI
techniques may introduce new ethical concerns related to privacy,
transparency, and non-maleficence, it may also alter ongoing discus-
sions in the water ethics literature. Strikingly, the legally recognized
human right to water is already formulated in terms of access to rele-
vant information (CESCR, 2002) and this may become only more rele-
vant with the increased use of AI and data science techniques.
Discussions on responsibility in relation to water now primarily focus
on the forward-looking responsibility to act, for example in relation to
flood prevention (Doorn, 2016) or water service delivery (Koehler,
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2018), but with the increased use of AI and algorithmic decision-
making, the attention may shift towards backward-looking notions of
responsibility, such as accountability and liability, which focus not so
much on “who should act” but more on “who should repair” or “who
should explain how a decision came about”.

Based on these concrete examples and the discussion of general AI
principles, we can now formulate some general insights on what it
means to develop responsible AI specifically for the water domain, in-
cluding some promising opportunities for the use of AI.

First, the opportunities for responsible use. At the abstract level, the
different ethical principles call for AI techniques that are aligned to
human values (Blumenstock, 2018). The challenge, therefore, is to
build systems purposed to maximize the realization of these values
(Russell, 2016). In the literature, it has been suggested that systems be
equipped with suitable utility functions that govern how options are
evaluated by the system (Bostrom, 2014).

The use of evolutionary algorithms for many-objective optimization
may provide a concrete starting point to broaden the implementation of
values in AI systems. Although many-objective optimization is in itself
primarily an optimization algorithm, and by that also prone to some of
the drawbacks of optimization discussed above, on a more abstract
level the method reflects the ideal of value pluralism, that is, the recog-
nition that there is a plurality of legitimate values or goalsworth striving
for (Doorn, 2019). A study on water allocation in the Lower Rio Grande
Valley, Texas, found that the use of many-objective optimization re-
sulted inwatermanagement strategies that weremore adaptive to con-
ditions of water shortage and that would not have been identified as
promising with traditional optimization techniques (Kasprzyk et al.,
2016). Recently, distributive justice has been included as a newdecision
criterion in a flood risk management many-objective optimization
problem in the Netherlands (Ciullo et al., 2020).

Additionally, many-objective optimization is currently also deployed
to deal with uncertainty (Nicklow et al., 2010). However, uncertainty
not only applies to climatic and demographic conditions, but also to
what humans value. So the real challenge is not to optimize for specific
values upfront, but rather to develop AI techniques that are flexible with
regard to the values to be optimized (Vande Poel, 2018). This seems espe-
cially relevant in thewater domainwhere often long-term decisions need
to bemade, for example regarding infrastructures that are designed to last
for a relatively long lifespan. Ideally, we should be able to account for
changing use or changing appreciation of those infrastructures (e.g.
Linsen et al., 2015). Where current adaptive algorithms may provide the
necessary flexibility for real-time decision support (Wong and Kerkez,
2016), we are still a long way from developing algorithms that have this
more distant timehorizon. First steps in this direction are the introduction
of models for decision-making under deep uncertainty; for example, the
use ofmany-objective optimization tools to discern decision-relevant sce-
narios within a wide range of future scenarios (Kwakkel, 2019), where
scenarios can also account for variation of values and changing societal
values. Ultimately, the practical and responsible use of optimization tech-
niques in general, and evolutionary algorithms in particular, depends on
the quality of the problem formulations (Maier et al., 2014).

Regarding the ethical concerns voiced, AI models are usually
contrasted with theory-driven models, which is seen both as an advan-
tage and as a drawback. The advantage is that data-driven models are
capable of providing useful outcomes in complex situations where
existing theories are not able to capture the non-linear aspects of the
system. The drawback of these data-driven models is that they are
black boxes with no physical meaning and little explanatory power.
Here, a combination of data-driven models and physics-based solutions
mayprovide a fruitfulmiddleway (Sun and Scanlon, 2019). In thewater
domain, a field with a strong physical science base, so-called theory-
guided data science (TGDS) may provide a promising way to keep the
best of both approaches. By introducing dependencies with sufficient
grounding in physical principles, TGDS models have a better chance to
represent causal relationships. Since TGDS develops models consistent
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with scientific principles, they also achieve better generalizability than
models that are purely data-driven (Karpatne et al., 2017). Thismay ad-
dress some of the transparency concerns that apply to applications that
have no or less physical grounding.

Lastly,manyof thedystopian scenarios involvingAI really boil down to
the undemocratic use of data and lack of involvement by stakeholders ac-
tually affected by the outcomes of AI-based technologies. Especially given
the spatial and public nature ofwater andmanywater infrastructure, par-
ticipation and public engagement is high on the water ethics agenda
(Sharp, 2017). In recent decades, the water domain has gained ample ex-
perience in democratizing water policy and in involving stakeholders in
decision-making on water-related issues, so as to improve its democratic
legitimacy and to avoid water policies that go against important public
and ethical values (e.g. Pigmans et al., 2019; Basco-Carrera et al., 2017;
Mostert, 2003). While a few articles in the review already addressed the
issue of participation (Smith et al., 2019; Lerma et al., 2015; Lewis and
Randall, 2017), this aspect could still be further strengthened. Using AI
in the water domain requires similar attention to these democratic ques-
tions and so should be approached as something requiringmore than just
data expertise (Blumenstock, 2018). It is therefore important that AI-
based water interventions are developed in collaboration between the
people who understand the problems and context and the data experts.
Ideally, some basic training in data science will be part of the training of
the future generation of water professionals (Sun and Scanlon, 2019).

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a review and a rough categorization of different
types of applications of AI in the water domain. These categories are:
modeling, prediction and forecasting, decision support and operational
management, and optimization. Comparison of the reviewed literature
on AI in the water domain and recent literature on AI and ethics
shows that little attention is paid to the ethical aspects of AI applications
in the water domain. Recent literature on AI and ethics suggests a list of
five principles that should be taken into account when developing AI
applications. These are: transparency, justice and fairness, responsibility
and accountability, privacy, and non-maleficence.

Application of AI in the water domain remains somewhat limited,
compared to its use in other sectors (Hadjimichael et al., 2016). This
provides an opportunity to avoid and to learn from the mistakes made
elsewhere (Van Thienen, 2019). This paper has discussed three insights
pertaining to the water domain in particular. The first is the use of AI-
based optimization techniques that optimize on several dimensions.
Many-objective optimization may be instrumental in addressing some
of the pressing ethical challenges pertaining to water, namely compet-
ing uses and uncertainty (Doorn, 2019). Its success in this regard
strongly depends on the quality of the problem formulations and the
values included in it (Maier et al., 2014). Second, some of the drawbacks
of AI in other sectors can be partly compensated because many applica-
tions in the water domain are also informed by physics. This allows for
theory-guided data science, which can avoid some of the pitfalls of
strictly data-drivenmodels. Third,many of the ethical concernswith re-
spect to AI deal with the lack of stakeholder involvement in data-driven
decision-making. Fortunately, this is increasingly recognized and there
is ample experience with participatory decision-making in the water
domain. This suggests that the development and application of respon-
sible AI techniques for the water domain should not be left to data sci-
entists alone, but requires concerted effort by water professionals and
data scientists working together, complemented with expertise from
the social sciences and humanities.
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